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It is remarkable that this first Kenya Grasshopper Warbler should have been
captured in June, when virtually all Palaearctic passerines seem to be

completely absent from East Africa.
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THE NEST ANDEGGS OF

THE CHESTNUT-FRONTEDSHRIKE PRIONOPS SCOPIFRONS

P.L Britton & H.A. Britton

The Chestnut- fronted Shrike Prionops soopifrons is a characteristic species of

bird parties in the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest in coastal Kenya, especially in

Braohystegia woodland, yet its eggs are still undescribed. Its nest has been
described from both Amani (nominate race) and Sokoke (kirki) : the young at
Amani were fed by three birds, in a nest built by several birds; but a bird
inciibating for more than three hours in Sokoke Forest was not visited at all

(see Mackworth-Praed & Grant 1960, Britton & Britton 1971). Like other
Prionops species, these are intensely sociable birds for which co-operative
breeding is probably the norm. The three small young in a nest found in

Sokoke Forest on 18 April 1977 were fed Oohna berries by the sitting bird and
two other adults.

A nest with three fresh eggs was found in Sokoke Forest on 20 April 1977.

These were very pale grey, tinged turquoise, liberally spotted and flecked
lavender, brick and grey, especially in a ring 6-8 mm wide around the middle of

each egg, closer to the blunt end. They measured (mm and g) : 19.0x15.3, 2.3;

20.0x15.2, 2.4; 19.6x15.3, 2.4. The nest was a cup of grasses and thin bark,
bound on the outside with cobwebs, 62x65 mm in diameter with an internal depth
of 24mm. All three Sokoke nests were in forks of branches of Braohystegia
spiaiformis at 9m, 4.5m and 6.5m above the ground. These three nests
together with nine records of flying young fed by adults refer to egg- laying
in each of the months January-July , peaking in April (6)

.

Mackworth-Praed & Grant (1960) state that the immature has the forehead
blackish, uniform with the crown, and that the feathers of the alula have
white tips. In our experience, the white tips near the alula are lost or

very faint soon after fledging, so that they are not usually visible in recog-
nizably immature birjis which still retain the far more conspicuous and
characteristic white area in the remiges, as well as a grey-black iris and
yellow-orange bill and legs.
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